
 

 

 

INDUSTRY INTERACTION PROGRAMME 2019 
9th February, 2019 
(Under TEQIP-III) 

 
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 

INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY, MUMBAI 

 

The Department of Mathematics at the Institute of Chemical Technology, Mumbai has 

organized an Alumni Meet and Industry Interaction program on February 09, 2019. This 

programme was conducted with the financial support from World Bank Support under the 

TEQIP-III activities of the Department. The goal of this workshop was to increase industry 

exposure of the M.Sc. students of the department. Many of the alumni from the Department of 

Mathematics are working in different companies in different verticals. The alumni of the 

department were invited to deliver lectures and share their experience with the students that 

would help the students to choose the future career path. 

The Department of Mathematics offers a 2-years Master’s programme in Engineering 

Mathematics and currently 38 students are enrolled in this program combining both the years. 

The programme also acted as a medium to build a strong connection between the alumnus and 

the existing students. The program also highlighted the achievement of the institute and its 

alumnus in both academic and industrial contexts. The meeting was attended by alumni of the 

institute and they shared their rich experience of the industry which is helping them to win 

laurels in every field.  

The Alumni started arriving in college by 09.30 a.m. and they were received by the registration 

team and were taken on a campus tour where they revisited the familiar place where they had 

studied and were shown the various developments that had taken place since then. 

The Alumni Meet started with an invocation song seeking the blessings of almighty by Dr. V 

Divya and Shweta Ramesh (A first year MSc student). The hosts of the event, Ankit Sharma 

and Urbi Datta (MSc Students of Second and First year, respectively), addressed the guests and 

invited guests to occupy their seats.  
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The Head of Department Dr. Ajit Kumar welcomed all the guests and all the alumni for 

responding to the invitation from college and being present for the alumni meet in spite of their 

busy schedule.  He then proceeded with presenting the college report highlighting the various 

milestones reached in the past year.  

The discussion continued with Dr. Amiya Ranjan Bhowmick, in-charge of the Students 

Training, Placements and Alumni Affairs of the Department of Mathematics, addressing the 

guests and students. He discussed about the industrial exposure of the institute and invited the 

industry personnels to come up with a joint action plan for a better industry prospect of the 

M.Sc. students. He has also discussed about the critical changes in the revised syllabus and how 

the new subjects have been aligned to increase the industry exposure of the students. 

Though our Vice chancellor, Dr. G D Yadav, couldn't make it to the meeting but he officially 

had left a video message for addressing the students and invited guests. Prof. Yadav 

emphasized on the application of Mathematics and Statistics and Machine Learning in different 

domains of the Engineering and Industrial applications. He also informed the guests regarding 

the two new centres of ICT in Bhubaneswar, Odisha and Jalna, Maharashtra. He also 

emphasized to make a concrete action plan so that the students can obtain industry internship 

during the summer.   

The event then witnessed a camera interview of Dr. Kalkar with Dr. Ajit Kumar sharing the 

historical department of mathematics in ICT. 

The talks by the industry personnel: In the following we list out the names of the speakers 

who have shared their experiences that they have gained in the industry. 

Shobhana Gopal Iyer (M.Sc. in Engineering Mathematics, 2016) 

Shobhana received her Degree in M.Sc. in Engineering Mathematics in the year 2017. She is 

currently working in the Ernst and Young Global as a Business Analyst. She has shared her 

experience how the M.Sc. course helped her to grow her career in the industry. She has given 

various suggestions to crack different interviews. Most importantly, she mentioned to give as 

much as possible interviews. She has also agreed to come to ICT regularly and give talks to the 

existing students and to arrange mock interviews.  
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Steffi D’Souza (M.Sc. in Engineering Mathematics, 2015) 

Steffi completed her Master’s program from this department in the year 2015. Immediately after 

the degree she joined the company AD Factor PR where she worked as statistical analyst. She 

has immense experience in the field of Text Mining and Data Analytics and Machine Learning. 

She shared her experience with the audience. She has more than 3 years of experience in the 

industry. She has given some tips to the existing students how to handle pressure in industry 

workplace. She has promised to take part in the department placement process and shall try her 

best attract more companies.  

Kamlesh Suthar (M.Sc. in Engineering Mathematics, 2017)  

Mr. Kamlesh obtained his degree from the Department of Mathematics in the year 2017. He is 

currently working in the company, Techmatters Technologies, Mumbai as a data analyst. He 

shared his experience and mainly emphasized on how programming helped him to get into the 

industry. He emphasized on the use of software like R, Python, Sagemath and Matlab. Expertise 

in the various softwares was critical to get into the data science professions. Kamlesh Suthar has 

promised to take industry related sessions using these open softwares for the existing Masters 

students of the department. He gave a brief idea how the data science domain is working and 

what are the future scopes.  

Vipin Dubey (M.Sc. in Engineering Mathematics, 2018) 

Mr. Vipin is a data science professional having both academic and industry experience. He 

emphasized that the academic knowledge obtained in the the course is very much required to 

excel in the industry. He also mentioned that the different TEQIP activities of the Department of 

Mathematics have helped him to into data science domain. 

Mr. Sunil Gupta, Reshma Chavan and many other industry and academic guests have shared 

their experience. It was a great experience for the students and our students were enriched with 

several verticals of industry and academia and their interactions. The industry-academic 

interaction was very inspiring for the students as they heard the experiences of their immediate 

seniors. The existing students are planning to interact with them on a regular basis. In addition 

to that the department is planning to assign one alumni with every students from the 

Engineering Mathematics program. 
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The program ended with Felicitation of the guests. We are really thankful for financial support 

given by TEQIP III. The department especially thanks to the Institute TEQIP coordinator Prof. 

Padma Devarajan for her support in arranging this program. 

Since all the invited speakers were Alumnus of this institute, current students prepared a 

multimedia presentation, “Trip down memory lane…” followed which chronicled the journey 

of the alumni of ICT from 2011 to the present.  It was put together by Pallavi Telkar, Aafiya 

Khan and Kapil Pandey, students of first year MSc. Vintage photos were submitted by some of 

the Alumni and were collected from the department office.  

There was a speech by Aafiya Khan about the mathematician MARYAM MIRZAKHANI, the 

first and only woman to become a field medalist. She discussed about the growth of 

mathematics education in various dimensions of life and described the works of 

MIRZAKHANI. 

After the lunch break, the programme resumed and stage was on fire with a drama jointly 

performed by students of first and second year. The main goal to present this content before 

them was to give them a message regarding the outskirts of life that there is a life with family 

and friends too. Mathematicians are always considered to be corner people and to prove this 

hypothetical concept absolutely wrong, we invited the music team to present a cocktail of songs 

before guests.  

Some pictures 
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The picture with all the invited guests, students and faculties of the Department of 

Mathematics.  
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Message from the Padmashree Prof. G. D. Yadav, honorable Vice Chancellor, ICT Mumbai 
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Faculty members with the invited guests. From left: Dr. Stuti Borgohain, Kamlesh Suthar 

(guest), Dr. Ajit Kumar (HOD), Ms. Mansi (guest), Ms. Steffi D’Souza (Guest), Ms. Shobhana 

Gopal Iyer (guest), Mr. Sunil Gupta (guest), Dr. Amiya Ranjan Bhowmick (Faculty), Mr. Vishal 

Iyer (student)   
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Mr. Ankit Sharma, student representative in the department Internal Quality Assurance 

Program addressing the guests. 

 

Dr. Ajit Kumar, Head of the Department of Mathematics, addressing the students and the 

guests. 
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Dr. Amiya Ranjan Bhowmick, TEQIP-III Co-ordinator and In-charge of Placement and Alumni 

Affairs, Department of Mathematics addressing the guests and students. 

 

 

Shreya Joshi, student of batch 2016-2018 sharing her experience about her new job profile in 

academics.  
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Signature  

 

Dr. Amiya Ranjan Bhowmick 

(Activity Coordinator) 


